Jihad, extremism & terrorism: what it really means to be a Muslim? by Shogar, Ibrahim
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NURUL NADHIRA BINTI MAT ZLAN <nadhira@iium.edu.my> Tue, May 25, 2021 at 11:26 AM
Reply-To: NURUL NADHIRA BINTI MAT ZLAN <nadhira@iium.edu.my>
To: shogar@iium.edu.my, aliffcheghani@gmail.com
Cc: Mohd Shaiful Ehsan Shalihin <shaifulehsan@iium.edu.my>, norhafiza@iium.edu.my, MUHAMMAD ZAMIR AL FATEH
<muhammadzamir@iium.edu.my>
You have been invited to the following event.
IIMP Y4- Jihad, Extremism & Terrorism: The misconception ( AP DR IBRAHIM ADAM AHMED
SHOGAR)
When Fri Jun 25, 2021 3pm – 4pm Malaysia Time - Kuala Lumpur
Where https://iium.zoom.us/j/93208210571?pwd=U1Vkd1BNN3pOQ3htYU5sMk5NcEExUT09 (map)
Calendar shogar@iium.edu.my
Who • nadhira@iium.edu.my - organizer
• aliffcheghani@gmail.com
• shogar@iium.edu.my
• Mohd Shaiful Ehsan Shalihin - optional
• norhafiza@iium.edu.my - optional
• MUHAMMAD ZAMIR AL FATEH - optional
Attachments IIMP Y4- Jihad, Extremism & Terrorism-The misconception ( AP DR IBRAHIM ADAM AHMED SHOGAR).png
Assalamualaikum wbt. 
Dear AP Dr Ibrahim, 
May you receive this email while you are in the best of health and Iman. 
Please be informed that you are invited to deliver IIMP lecture to Year 4 MBBS Students.  The details of the lecture is as 
follows: 
Date/ Day : 25th June 2021/ Friday 
Time : 3.00pm-4.00pm 
Topic- Jihad, Extremism & Terrorism: The misconception 
Platform: Zoom meeting 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://iium.zoom.us/j/93208210571?pwd=U1Vkd1BNN3pOQ3htYU5sMk5NcEExUT09 
Meeting ID: 932 0821 0571 
Passcode: 328954 
The QR code attendance of the lecture for the students is attached. 
Thank you and Wassalam. 
For: 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ahmad Marzuki bin Omar 
Deputy Dean (Academic & Industrial Linkages) 
Kulliyyah of Medicine 
IIUM Kuantan 
Going (shogar@iium.edu.my)?   Yes  - Maybe  - No    more options »
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Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account shogar@iium.edu.my because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar shogar@iium.edu.my.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of
their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More.
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